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Systems Integration Manager in the Services Industry Read Review Here Read a complimentary copy of the Gartner April 2017 Magic Quadrant for High-Productivity Application Platform as a Service.
OutSystems Named a Leader in Gartner's 2017 Magic Quadrant for Enterprise High-Productivity Application Platform as a Service
“We’re pleased to be a leader in Gartner Application Security Testing Magic Quadrant for the eighth ... and Veracode credits its high scores for Enterprise and Public-Facing Web Applications ...
Veracode Named a Leader in 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Application Security Testing for Eighth Consecutive Time
Made4net, a global provider of Warehouse Management System (WMS) & end-to-end supply chain execution software, today announced it has been named in the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Warehouse ...
Made4net Named in the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management Systems for Sixth Consecutive Year
According to Gartner, "Enterprise low-code application platforms deliver high-productivity and multifunction ... selected for inclusion for Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Low-Code ...
Kintone Recognized in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Low-Code Application Platforms
Oracle earns a leadership spot in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Mobile App ... support and expanded analytics and to enhance its high-productivity development tool. IT email templates: Security ...
Oracle Gartner Magic Quadrant 2017 for Mobile App Development
As the transition to a "new normal" continues in the aftermath of the pandemic, stand-alone content platforms may disappear as we know it in response to increasing demand for a wide range of content ...
2021 Content Services and Collaboration Value Matrix Highlights Dramatic Increase in Mergers and Acquisitions in the Market
WaveMaker, Inc., a leading enterprise application Platform-as-a-Service (aPaaS ... which was identified as Visionary in the Gartner Magic Quadrant and is deployed today at leading banks and ...
New WaveMaker Gateway empowers enterprises to externally publish and manage APIs
For some, this has echoes of the pre-enlightenment mass belief in magic. Until the late 17th ... of Inflated Expectations”, according to the Gartner Hype Cycle (though nowhere near the “Plateau of ...
Are we mixing up magic and science (again)?
They were also named a leader in Gartner’s Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Enterprise Application Platform as a Service ... Magic Quadrant, placed furthest in vision. Office 365 started out as ...
Microsoft's Ascent into the Cloud
Mobile BI moves the needle on productivity by giving people access to the data ... While Leaders and Niche Players abound in Gartner's 2012 Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence, only two companies ...
Drew Robb
During 2020, cybercriminals somewhat struggled in extracting huge volumes of data, though they experienced high returns in ... time and time again in Gartner Magic Quadrants and various ...
Which Cybersecurity Stocks Should You Buy?
IT leader's guide to making DevOps work More and more organizations are jumping on the DevOps bandwagon and benefiting from increased productivity ... it to be? Gartner's 2016 aPaaS Magic Quadrant ...
Hybrid cloud and open source: Red Hat's recipe for digital transformation
New CA Service Management User Experience Drives Faster Response Times CA Service Management empowers service desk analysts to react and respond to high ... 200. *Gartner, Inc., “Magic Quadrant ...
CA Technologies delivers new agile management solutions
It was the only company added to Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for the CRM Customer Engagement Center this year – the brand name for a series of market research reports published by Gartner Inc ...
Freshdesk Launches Freshsales, CRM For Sales Teams To Negate The Need For Integrating Multiple Tools
This productivity enhancer features ... For the third consecutive year, Gartner positioned Polaris in the Leaders Quadrant in its report, Magic Quadrant for International Retail Core Banking ...
Polaris Consulting Services Ltd.
And last week, Salesforce also received one of the very highest ratings from Gartner as a vendor ... We hit an all-time high in seven-figure-plus transactions, and I hope that Gavin will talk ...
Salesforce.com (CRM) Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript
We're honored to see the high interest in our cloud offerings ... within the enterprise. In April, Gartner named us a visionary in their 2021 Magic Quadrant for Application Performance Monitoring ...
Splunk (SPLK) Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript
Hot temperatures and high ... productivity, reduce operating costs, and transform patient care via market-leading locating and sensing IoT solutions. Founded in 2007 and named a visionary in the ...
Mackenzie Health Partners with CenTrak in Hospital of the Future
Our strategy to unleash creativity for all, accelerate document productivity and power ... published and leadership in the Gartner Multichannel Marketing Hubs Magic Quadrant for the fourth year ...
Adobe, Inc. (ADBE) CEO Shantanu Narayen on Q2 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
Made4net, a global provider of Warehouse Management System (WMS) & end-to-end supply chain execution software, today announced it has been named in the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Warehouse ...
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